Carlisle Deer Committee Meeting Minutes
August 2, 2019
Carlisle Town Hall, Clark Room, 7 PM
Committee members present: Jonathan DeKock (Chair), Barney Arnold, Dejan (Dan) Bojanic,
John Keating, Alex Parra, Todd Thorsen
Chair Jonathan DeKock opened the meeting at 7:04 PM.
Agenda Item 1: Approval of meeting minutes
Minutes of the July 17, 2019 meeting were approved (5-0-1) with Todd Thorsen as the abstention
as he was not present at the meeting.
Agenda Item 2: Review input on the Deer Control Committee Charter
No actionable input was received and no revisions were made to the document.
Agenda Item 3: Review input from boards, committees and public on the updated regulation
changes for the 2019 bowhunting season and revise accordingly.
Based on input from the boards and committees, as well as the public based on e-mail
correspondence as well as the 07-31-19 Public Input session, Chair Jonathan DeKock presented a
written summary of regulation changes to be discussed, as well as non-regulation considerations.
Key discussion points introduced by board members and Motions introduced for each key issue
follow.
Elimination of Hunting on Saturday, No Hunting 10-2 weekdays or Not Extend Season
(Alex Parra) The argument presented at the Public Input session about the difficulty of enforcing
no hunting between 10-2 was compelling.
(Barney Arnold) Our goal should be to educate the public that it is safe to walk on the trails
during the hunting season. A concern about adding no hunt times is that we are sending a message
that bowhunting is unsafe and that people should avoid the trails during hunting, which is not the
position of the committee. Chair Jonathan DeKock agreed.
(John Keating) If we extend the bowhunting period into December (to December 20, 2019 as
proposed), which would overlap with muzzleloader and shotgun season, the bowhunters would
have to wear orange during the shotgun (December 2-14) and muzzleloader (December 16-20) by
Massachusetts state law. Wearing orange in late season will make the hunters even more visible
to the general public.
(Barney Arnold) If we keep the Carlisle town land bowhunting hunting season like last year,
without introducing either the 10-2 weekday no hunt restriction or the no hunt on Saturdays, the
season would end on the Saturday after Thanksgiving. Staying with the same season is also a
viable option for consideration, as we are working on other ways to make the hunt be perceived to
be safer through revisions in the other regulations.
(Dejan Bojanic) From the discussion to this point, it is clear that no option will please all. Based
on public input and e-mails, there is no clear preference for eliminating Saturdays or eliminating
hunting from 10-2 on weekdays in exchange for extending the Carlisle town land bowhunting
season to December 20. The hunt for the 2019 season would run from October 7 - November 30,

2019 if we keep the season the same length as last year and don’t eliminate Saturdays or 10-2 on
weekdays.
Motion to keep the same season length as the 2018 season, which coincides with the
Massachusetts state bowhunting only season, and not eliminate Saturdays or have no hunt
restrictions between 10-2 on weekdays.
Motion passed 6-0. Chair Jonathan DeKock will write a letter of explanation to the Board of
Selectmen.
Crossbow Restrictions
(Jonathan DeKock) We should follow state regulations, as a medical disability is required to hunt
with a crossbow in the state of Massachusetts.
Committee does not see crossbows as something that should elevate safety concerns for the hunt,
as crossbow users are shooting from tree stands at the same downward angle and range as those
using a compound bow.
Motion: Whereas the Carlisle Deer Committee believes that there is no elevated safety risk for the
crossbow, crossbows will be allowed for hunters participating in the town of Carlisle town land
bowhunting program with a certified disability as permitted by the state of Massachusetts.
Motion passed 6-0.
Marked vs Bootleg (Unofficial) Trails, Setbacks from Private Property
(Jonathan DeKock) 2019 Draft Regulations (Section 9 - Field Regulations) refer to marked trails
in terms of setbacks, tree stand positions, etc. Bootleg and random trails do not serve as a basis for
regulations.
(Alex Parra) For reference, marked trails pertain to trails in the Carlisle Trails book.
(Jonathan DeKock) We have no say (or jurisdiction) over public trails on private land.
(Dejan Bojanic) Setback from private property when the property line is greater than 500 feet
from the dwelling should be worked out between the hunter and the property owner.
Motion that no changes be made to the regulations regarding setbacks from private property and
that we add a section in the regulations that clarify marked trails as those defined in the Carlisle
Trails book
Motion passed 6-0.
Penalty for Tree Stand Violation
(Jonathan DeKock) Opinion that this topic is adequately addressed in the draft regulations under
Section 11 (Enforcement sub-section b) whereas the Deer Agent will make a determination and, if
necessary, dictate corrective action.
Motion for no changes be made to the regulations regarding penalties for tree stand violations
Motion passed 6-0.

Rotation of Hunting Parcels, Using Each Parcel Every 4 Years
(Jonathan DeKock) Rotating the parcels so they are only hunted one of 4 years is probably not
practical due to the constraints on parcel selection.
The committee concluded that no action is required, with the hunting parcels determined on a
yearly basis.

Use of the term ‘immediate’ in regulations
(Alex Parra) All regulations have a test a reasonableness.
The committee felt that the intent of the language is clear and does not benefit from being over
defined.
Encouragement of Antlerless Deer
(Jonathan DeKock) Are we explicitly promoting antler less deer take? Should we consider an
“earn-a-buck” system?
(John Keating) There is a perception that the hunters in the program are trophy hunters looking to
shoot big bucks. This is not true, as all hunters interviewed for the program understand that the
program is about deer control, and, as such, are motivated to take antlerless deer.
The committee felt the existing wording was adequate.
Wording for ‘Cease and Desist’ - Section 11
(Jonathan DeKock) It is clear that ‘cease and desist’ within the context of this section refers to
hunting-related activities.
No action taken on this issue by the committee.
Annual CORI vs Criminal Background Check for Hunters
The board needs to find out if a CORI (Criminal Offender Record Information) check is run on
each hunter, which, by definition, only includes criminal cases from a Massachusetts state court,
or a criminal background check, which may be local or national. CORI is used in the regulations
(Section 5), and it would be good to confirm. The committee wants to know what type of check is
done by the Carlisle police and if there is a cost to the town. Barney Arnold will follow up with
Tim Goddard.
Language on Entrails under Take Regulations (Section 10.3)
Based on wording discussion for the section by the committee, the following motion was called:
Motion to amend the regulation wording in Section 10.3 of the regulations to “Harvested
animals, organs and entrails must be removed from the area with minimal damage to the area
without undue delay
Motion passed 6-0.
Use of Hunting Parcels by Schools and Camps
(Barney Arnold) The schools and camps would like to use the parcels regularly for nature
activities. Conant in particular is highly used by these groups.
The committee recommends that hunters assigned to parcels actively used by camps and school
be aware of their schedules and work with these groups to maximize safety as a shared use parcel.

Strengthening (or Softening) Enforcement Rules
(Alex Parra) It comes down to a stratification of ingressions. Some are egregious and some are
not.
The committee agreed that not all infractions merit immediate expulsion from the program.
(Dejan Bojanic) The criteria for expulsion are clearly written, and the hunters for the 2019 season

will sign a document acknowledging that they understand these criteria prior to the hunt season.
(John Keating) The intent of the enforcement rules is prevention.
No further action taken by the committee.
Supervision of Deer Agent When He/She is a Hunter
Committee felt that the Deer Agent should be overseen by a separate individual when it comes to
monitoring the behavior of the Deer Agent as a hunter, particularly when it comes to hunting
violations.
Motion that states “If the Deer Agent is a participant in the program, then as to his/her
participation as a hunter, the Deer Committee Chair will act as the Agent.
Motion passed 6-0.
Parking Considerations for the Hunt Parcels
Based on the hunt parcels and the available parking, the committee felt that the parking impact of
the hunters does not place undue burden on the ability of non-hunters to park and use the trails.
While some concern was raised by the pubic regarding parking of hunters on public streets
abutting town land, all members of the public have the right to park in legal public parking spots.
Statement of Purpose to Precede Regulations
(Jonathan DeKock) A member of the general public sent in a suggested preamble, calling out the
reason for the hunt why it is a valuable tool for deer control, and how it positively impacts the
town.
(Alex Parra) The purpose of a preamble is to help read regulations and not promote them.
No action recommended by the committee.
Agenda Item 4: Consider the creation of town e-mail accounts to aide in communicating with
the public
(Jonathan DeKock) Shall we create an e-mail address to be managed by the Conservation
Commission (Mary Hopkins) to be forwarded to the Chair and Deer Agent plus a phone number
for the Conservation Commission that will connect to Mary?
(Alex Parra) Having Mary monitor the e-mail is a good idea as it becomes public record.
Committee will pursue getting an e-mail address.

End of Agenda Items. No Public Input.
Motion to accept revised 2019 Regulations for Bow Hunting of Deer on Carlisle Town Land as
amended for submission of approval by the Carlisle Board of Selectmen and Conservation
Commission and endorsement of other town boards as appropriate.
Motion passed 6-0.
Scheduled upcoming meetings:

August 21, 2019, 7pm

The meeting was adjourned at 10:12 PM.

Respectfully submitted: Todd Thorsen

DRAFT 2019 Regulations for
Bow Hunting of Deer on
Carlisle Town Land
1. The Carlisle Board of Selectmen allows Bow Hunting for deer on select Town properties by
permit only. The 2019 Carlisle season shall commence on October 7, 2019 and run to and
including December 20, 2019.

2. The Board of Selectmen will annually appoint a Deer Control Committee (“DCC”) to
administer this program. An agent (“Deer Agent”) shall be nominated by the DCC and
appointed by the Board of Selectmen. The Deer Agent shall be a member of the Deer
Control Committee. The DCC shall determine the number of Bow Hunting Access
Permits to be issued based on the amount of land available for hunting and shall issue
and allocate the permits in accordance with these Regulations.
3. Bow hunting is limited to areas specifically designated by the DCC at only the
following Town land parcels:
-

Benfield
Conant Land
Davis Corridor
Greenough
Town Forest

4. The Board of Selectmen and/or the Deer Agent may close any parcel to hunting for any
reason at any time. If closed by the Deer Agent, the decision of the Deer Agent may be
reviewed at the next meeting of the DCC.
5. Town land may be hunted only by those persons who have been issued a Bow Hunting
Access Permit by the DCC. Permits shall be issued to qualified hunters only. Hunters must
be qualified by a DCC interview and assessment process, including a criminal records
(CORI) check and determined by the Deer Control Committee to be a qualified hunter and
must possess state-approved Hunter Education and Bowhunter Safety certificates.
Hunters who have previously been qualified must undergo a current CORI check and
submit a current hunting license, but need not be re-interviewed by the DCC.
6.

Subject to the provisions of paragraph 5 above, permits shall be issued by the DCC for the
2019 season to qualified hunters in accordance with the following order of preference: (a)
first to qualified hunters who received permits for the 2018 season and who reapply; (b)
second to qualified hunters on the Deer Agent’s wait list who are town residents or
employees in the order that they apply for a permit; and (c) third, to other qualified hunters
on the Deer Agent’s wait list in the order that they apply for a permit.

7. The DCC will monitor the program to ensure public safety and reduction of the deer
population.

7.1. Trails leading to hunting areas shall be marked with temporary signs indicating that
hunting is occurring on the property.
7.2. Hunters are encouraged to obtain antlerless deer permits and to harvest
antlerless deer.
8. Permitting Regulations
8.1. All State hunting rules and regulations apply.
8.2. Only bow hunting is allowed.
8.3. Permits will restrict hunters to specific locations as determined by the DCC. Hunters
may hunt on their designated parcels only.
8.4. Hunters must carry, at all times, photo identification, all licenses, permits and maps of
approved locations showing boundaries. Hunters must be prepared to show these
documents to anyone who asks to see them.
8.5. Hunters must be courteous to everyone and make a genuine effort to inform others
about the hunting program when encountered. Hunters must notify the Deer Agent of
any negative encounters with visitors as soon as possible.
9. Field Regulations
9.1. Daily hunting hours during the season will coincide with the State’s allowed hunting
hours (from ½ hour prior to sunrise to ½ hour after sunset), except that hunting is
prohibited on Saturdays as well as Sundays.
Or
Daily hunting hours during the season willth coincide with the State’s allowed hunting
hours, except that no discharge of arrows may occur between 10:00 a.m. and 2:00
p.m.
9.2. Hunting is permitted only from temporary portable tree stands. Tree stands shall be set
back from any marked trail by at least one-hundred (100) feet. Any tree stand located
within one hundred and fifty (150) feet of a marked trail shall not point in the direction of
the nearest such trail, as determined by the Deer Agent.
9.3. Wildlife or trail cameras or any similar recording devices used by permitted hunters shall
be set back at least one hundred (100) feet from any marked trail.
9.4. Strap-on steps or ladder steps only are permitted.
9.5. The permit number issued by the Deer Agent must be visible on the tree stand
and the dashboard of the hunter’s car.
9.6. Hunting within 100 feet of marked trails is prohibited. Hunters must not discharge
arrows in the direction of marked trails.
9.7. Hunting within 500 feet of an occupied dwelling is prohibited without written owner
permission on person, even if the tree stand is on Town property.

10. Take-Related Regulations
10.1.
No other forms of wildlife may be taken
10.2.
All deer taken must be reported to the agent before the later of 24 hours or by
5pm of the next business day.
10.3.
Harvested animals and field dressing remains must be removed without
damage to the area.
11. Enforcement

The Deer Agent shall have authority to enforce these regulations and
issue cease and desist orders, which shall be reviewable by the DCC at a
subsequent meeting, with notice to the hunter.
(a)

Offences Resulting in Permanent Exclusion.

The DCC may revoke the permit of any hunter and prohibit any further
participation in the program at any time in the future by such hunter if the DCC finds
that the hunter: (a) hunted on private property without permission of the landowner;
or (b) left entrails in situ.
(b)

Offences Resulting in One-Year Loss of License.

The DCC may revoke the 2019 permit of any hunter if the DCC finds that
the hunter: (a) is not or has become not qualified as required by paragraph 5 of
these regulations during the season; (b) failed to correct any violation of these
regulations and any applicable state regulations immediately upon request of the
Deer Agent; or (c) failed to immediately comply with any reasonable request of the
Deer Agent related to any aspect of deer hunting.

ADOPTED AND APPROVED BY THE CARLISLE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
BY VOTE ON _______________________, 2019.
ADOPTED AND APPROVED BY THE CARLISLE BOARD OF SELECTMEN BY
VOTE ON _______________________, 2019.
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Regulation Changes
1. No Saturday, 10-2, or Not Extend Season
a. Wording relating to 10-2
2. Trim Season to less than Dec. 20? Or extend to Dec. 31?
3. Limit to not having crossbows?
4. Marked Trails vs. Bootleg Trails?
5. Public Trails on Private Property?
6. Setbacks from Private Property?
7. Penalty for Tree Stand Violations?
8. Rotate Parcels, each only hunt one in 4 years
9. Uses of the word “immediate”
10. How to encourage antlerless deer (earn a buck?)
11. Wording relating to Cease and Desist
12. Use of the word “CORI” vs. “Criminal Records Check”
13. Soften language on entrails – this is not “leave no trace”
14. Use by School or camps (esp. Conant land)
15. Strengthen (or soften) enforcement rules
16. Supervision of the Deer Agent when he/she is a hunter?
17. Wording of “or for no reason?”
18. Signing by the ConsCom too?
19. Wording near former “land management goals”
20. Parking considerations?
21. Statement of Purpose of Regulations

Non-Regulation Considerations
1. Process for Deer Committee to proactively manage hunt
a. Location of Tree Stands
b. Hunting times of day & season
2. Criteria for successful hunt?
3. Location of Tree Stands made public?
4. Emergency contact information?
5. Discuss purpose of setback from trails?
6. Why have warning signs on trails?
7. Contact information for hunters – hunter/abutter meeting
8. Annual Appointments?
9. Change of fees to cover costs?
10. # of hunters assigned to a given area
11. When will the BoS vote happen?
12. Process for input to Deer Committee – aka email and phone

